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-NELSON MANDELA

“W E NEED TO RESTORE AND REAFFIRM 

THE DIGNITY OF THE PEOPLE OF AFRICA 

AND THE DEVELOPING WORLD. WE NEED 

TO PLACE THE ERADICATION OF POVERTY 

AT THE TOP OF WORLD PRIORITIES. 

WE NEED TO KNOW  WITH A FRESH 

CCONVICTION THAT WE ALL SHARE A COMMON 

HUMANITY AND THAT OUR DIVERSITY 

IN THE WORLD IS THE STRENGTH 

FOR OUR FUTURE TOGETHER.”



OVERVI EW 

We are a group of visionary leaders who are collaborating to bring 

about an end to poverty. We are working to seed a healthy 

regenerative economy, and to leave a legacy for future 

generations. 

Our money is digital. 

Our currencies are virtual. 

Our practices are ethical. 

Our mission is simple: Provide access to capital through 

Electronic Legal Tender (ELT) 

It is in our hands. 

We are the children of Mandela and are continuing with his work. 

SONNY FISHER I FORUS 

DISCOVER 

@forusglobal 

GET IN TOUCH 

info@coegax.com 

mailto:info@coegax.com


FACEBOOK
@forusfoundation

INSTAGRAM
@forusglobal

YOUTUBE
/c/FORUSglobal

LINKEDIN
/company/forusglobal/

TWITTER
@FORUS_global

COEGAX
@coegax
FB/INSTA

MAHALAX
@mahalaxza
FB/INSTA/TWITTER/LIN

MAILER
Subscribe
http://eepurl.com/gwd7Sr

This is a Facebook group. Here we allow only Mavens to join - This 

will be where the conversation starts. We will encourage Mavens 

to interact with one another to drive the process forward and fast 

track the emancipation from our current economy into the 

digital age 

TH E M AVEN  CO M M UN ITY

For the most part our focus will be in 5 main areas. Namely Facebook, 

Instagram, YouTube, Twitter and LinkedIn. As we grow and aquire more 

Mavens we will launch on more channels. Content will be uploaded daily 

in all formats to create the story. We believe in complete transparency 

and so will be posting everything from our meeting and conversations 

to updates and partnerships. 

SO CIAL M ED IA

Click any of the links below to visit the assets

http://eepurl.com/gwd7Sr
www.facebook.com/forusfoundation
https://www.facebook.com/FORUSFOUNDATION/
https://twitter.com/FORUS_global
https://www.linkedin.com/company/36017966/admin/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCiuom1IXbKX4NenVgmIxg6w
https://www.instagram.com/forusglobal/
https://www.facebook.com/coegax
https://www.facebook.com/MahalaXza/
http://eepurl.com/gwd7Sr


YouTube / http://bit.ly/mavenplaylist

Register / www.coegax.com/mavens

PROJECT LINKS

n order to create a sustainable and regenerative economy we will 

ensure that the funds raised and under management of the 

African Wealth Fund are applied to the best of our ability, we need 

to enable a multi perspective and multi-skilled team of people to 

engage in decision making and identifying opportunities and 

viable projects.

WWe have created a pool of 2500 individuals, who as a collective vote 

on projects and bring new projects to the CoegaX Platform.

The African Wealth Fund Maven program is designed to enable 

collaboration and space for individuals to take responsibility for 

directing our shared future.

MMavens have the opportunity to invest alongside other investors on 

the CoegaX platform, and network, mentor and guide the next 

generation of entrepreneurs and like-minded people.

Our Maven Community will play a key role in monitoring and 

participating in the EC4.0 Sandbox in Nelson Mandela Bay South 

Africa and will participate in global projects as the platform 

expands into other territories.

MMavens have an exclusive opportunity to purchase additional 

MahalaX until MahalaX is listed on an exchange.

#LeadFromTheFront

M AVEN S

http://www.coegax.com/mavens
http://bit.ly/mavenplaylist


WWW.MAHALAX.CO.ZA/AWF

Africa has an abundant supply of talented, 
industrious, hardworking people, with millions of 
hectares of available fertile land. The missing piece 
has been and remains – CAPITAL.

TThe African Wealth Fund has been designed to take 
the rst risk on a project and to provide a platform 
to securitize SMME and micro-agriculture loans at 
scale.

TThe African Wealth Fund is investing in businesses 
operating in the Fintech, Agri-tech, Education, 
Sharing Economy including Student Housing, 
Transport Cooperatives and Tourism.

THE AFRICAN W EALTH FUND

BRAND PARTNERS

https://mahalax.co.za/awf/


MahalaX is the equity token of The African 

Wealth Fund. MahalaX has been designed to 

play a strategic role in local economic 

development globally.

MahalaXMahalaX has been allocated across the FORUS 

ecosystem strategically and enables the 

appropriate distribution of the equity in the 

hands of investors and the users of the platform.

MahalaX is a stable coin, that will be tradable on 

crypto asset exchanges globally post listing.

MahalaXMahalaX achieves stability through a 

combination of collateralization, liquidity 

cushioning, securitization and revenue 

generation.

M AHALA X

BRAND PARTNERS

www.mahalax.co.za

https://mahalax.co.za/


WWW.COEGAX.COM/SUNSHINE

http://coegax.com/sunshine-bio-industries/


The valley is a beautiful and affluent place, however 

there are excessive systemic inequalities. Failure of 

local government and limited productive inclusion 

has lead to conflict between those that have and 

those that don’t. The struggles between the farmers 

and the workers poses a real threat to the valley and 

the citrus industry - which is one of the largest in the 

woworld. 

However there is a solution and it has already begun. 

Through the leadership of Prof. Deon Pretorius, a 

sociology and psychology  major, we have begun to 

tackle these problems. The farmers and workers are 

now affectionately calling each other brothers and 

through the FORUS platform we will be able to 

develop small business with an emphasis on 

education aeducation and mentor-ship.

Sunshine Bio Industries

SUNDAYS RIVER VALLEY

Follow our YouTube Channel for more
We have been filming and intend on 
producing a full length documentary



FORUS has created a sustainable platform to launch sovereign-based digital 

tender. As an “independent third party”, FORUS has managed to get enough 

collaboration amongst competitors and across industries to create the scale to 

make the service free. An absolute requirement for success.

We believe that the FORUS team, and our group of partners in the Eastern Cape 

present a unique opportunity to put South Africa at the forefront of economic 

growth and fintech innovation on the continent.

FFORUS is rolling out the technology and infrastructure to make Port Elizabeth 

a smart cashless city, and the Eastern Cape the nation’s leader in the 4th 

industrial revolution. Our solution set and use cases cover all aspects of 

transactional payment processing for both customer present and online 

transactions. The purpose of the FORUS Platform is aligned to that of the South 

African Reserve Bank (SARB) and the fiat backed stable coin component has 

been designed to be issued by central banks. We are aligned with the vision of 

ththe SARB to lead in serving the economic well-being of South Africans through 

price and financial stability achieved and enhanced by the design of the 

platform liquidity model.

EASTERN CAPE 4.0

D IGITAL SAN D BO X

www.coegax.com/digital-sandbox/

FIND OUT MORE

http://coegax.com/digital-sandbox/


CoegaX is a digital exchange which functions as a platform for procurement, financing, business matching, bulk purchasing, capital 

formation (equity and bond issues), transactional analysis and transacting in a range of financial instruments.

CoegaX uses financial instruments designed to bridge the divide between formal and established capital markets and the market for 

emerging, social and transformative enterprise. Multiple stakeholders are able to collaborate with private sector actors and 

communities to achieve sustainable local economic development, through the effective harness of 4th Industrial Revolution digital 

tools.

CCoega Development Corporations’ Human Capital Solutions have partnered with CoegaX to support community development 

objectives to ensure transfer of skills as required in local economic development projects.

CoegaX has become a market place for both government and private investors both local and foreign.

For a deeper dive see our EC 4.0 document. This explains our process and how we achieve these ambitious goals

http://coegax.com/documents/ec-4-0-local-eco…opment-fund-2019/

COEGAX.COM

THE MODEL

http://coegax.com/wp-content/uploads/2019/08/EC-4.0-Local-Economic-Development-Fund-2019.pdf
http://coegax.com/


Mary is Co-Founder of the African Wealth Fund.  Mary is working with the FORUS Foundation to ensure 

that the FORUS Global Digital Exchange platform and related technology are used to promote an 

economically inclusive society and is deployed as designed.

 

MMary is a Chartered Accountant who has over her career, worked in London and Nelson Mandela Bay and 

has a wide range of cross sector experience. She was instrumental in building Futerra Sustainability 

Communications in London, and after returning from London in 2011, worked for several years as Chief 

Financial Officer for the Secondary Cooperative – Laphum’ilanga Transport Services, owned by the 

members of the Mini-Bus Taxi Industry in Nelson Mandela Bay.  She has worked on the FORUS project 

since 2017 and has assisted in anchoring the CoegaX.com platform in the Eastern Cape.

CO-FOUNDER AFRICAN WEALTH FUND

MARY BRENNAN

Sonny is the Founder of FORUS. He conceived the idea of FORUS, derived from his passion for financial 

inclusion, small business funding and technology that works for people. He has spent the past decade 

working and collaborating with partners across the globe to develop the FORUS eco-system for launch. 

Having started programming at the age of 12, Sonny started his career in IT and strategy consulting for 

international audit and consulting firms. Sonny undertook his first company listing on the Johannesburg 

Stock Exchange (JSE) in 1997 with point-of-sale business, Renaissance Retail. As founder and CEO of 

MiMicroangelo POS, he developed and implemented point-of-sale solutions for FMCG, fashion and specialty 

retailers Then aged 29, he was one of the youngest ever CEO’s of a listed company in the history of the 

exchange. He went on to be CEO of Skynet Technology Group, Inc. and later CEO of JSE-listed Information 

Security Architects (ISA), the largest IT security consultancy and value-added reseller in Africa. He has also 

worked with the Branson Centre for Entrepreneurship.

CEO

SONNY FISHER

O UR TEAM



0 UR TE AM 

JEREMY GRAFF 

CO-FOUNDER OF THE CLOUDFUNDER LENDING PLATFORM 

Jeremy is a co-founder of the CloudFunder lending platform, before this, Jeremy worked in several 

industries in financial management and accounting positions. 

Jeremy started his career in Merchant Banking, having spent lSyears at an Import Export Trading House, 

before joining Times Media (Pty) Ltd, now Tiso Blackstar Group. Jeremy was the Financial Commercial 

Manager at Times Media, where he was instrumental in driving the centralization of the group's 

administration and accounting functions. 

It was after Jeremy left Times Media, and joined the Asphalting Industry, that he saw the need to provide 

working capital finance for Small Medium Contractors, who merely lacked the bridging funding to 

complete projects. Jeremy's pioneering work in the field of insured working capital finance led him to 

identify the need for an integrated payment and settlement platform to mitigate lending risk, which in 

turn led to him joining FORUS and helping start CloudFunder. 

PAUL WEN BORN 

CO-FOUNDER FORUS 

Paul is a co-founder of FORUS and also CEO of Integrated People Management (PTY)Ltd a FORUS group 

company. He is an expert in smart card technology, biometrics, logical and physical access control and 

workforce management solutions, with extensive technical experience in integration of multiple ERP/ 

HR and Identity Management systems. 

Paul has over 24 years of experience and a successful track record of delivering large scale solutions 

across many market segments including manufacturing, retail, petrochemical, healthcare, government 

and hospitality. 

Paul has been working with Sonny for the last four years in pulling together a diverse team with unique 

skill sets that, together with FORUS's technology partners, enable delivery of the FORUS Digital 

Exchange platform. 



Having graduated with NDip Marketing at Nelson Mandela University, regularly cross-venturing into 

areas of business, advertising, marketing, event planning, music, and film - Schaik is the quintessential 

Creative. As Marketing Executive, Schaik formed part of the start-up team establishing the Eastern 

Cape's first community Television Station, BayTV. Schaik founded EggBasket Advertising, a concept 

advertising concern, aimed at bridging the gap between Local Community (Radio, Television, and 

Newspaper) Broadcasting platforms and the cost of advertising for local small businesses.  

SSchaik was also a founding member of CreativeX PE, a creative collective formed to create a sustainable, 

vibrant, diverse and well supported creative scene in Nelson Mandela Bay. An established artist and 

songwriter, Schaik's latest single 'Mzansi Wake-Up', (a song addressing inequalities and positively voicing 

hope for the hopeless), symbolizes the FORUS message of sustainable development and global 

prosperity. Within diverse roles, including, Community Engagement, customer relationship 

management, International team liaison, and Media Team Lead, Schaik is anchored in the FORUS Core 

team.

COMMUNITY MANAGER

SCHAIK HEWITT

Clayton started his career in retail working in sales and eventually operating a clothing store in Melville 

johannesburg. From there Launched his own media and marketing company called Visual Affair. An 

advertising and activation company focusing on the student market. The company launched with a few 

plasma screens inside the student centers of Wits, UJ and TUKS, the 3 major universities in Gatueng, 

South Africa. Eventually hosting regualr campus events and promotions on all 40 campuses around the 

country. Clayton has been with FORUS for the past 3 years, building marketing strategies and material. 

WiWith skills in motion graphics and design he has been an asset in this regard. His strtegy till now has 

focused on internal marketing and branding, helping secure investors and partners. This document is the 

start of his go to market strategy. 

HEAD OF COMMUNICATIONS AND BRANDING

CLAYTON MOTT

O UR TEAM



Dr. Ana Everett is the founder and CEO of SolutionsAe a Women Owned Small 

Business (WOSB) headquartered in Atlanta, Georgia, established in 1997 and 

incorporated in 2005. In May of 2012, she offered one of the first early stage payment 

platforms architected, developed, and launched by a minority woman in the US into a 

concentrated market of users.  The technology provided a scalable payments solution 

for charitable organizations to efficiently develop communities of support while 

offering those communities a low-cost transaction model for their contributions 

whilstwhilst providing other reciprocal benefits.   As a pioneer in the payments industry 

related to giving she took that experience turned to R&D to explore how her model 

could benefit other consumer markets not only in the US but globally.  Her studies led 

her to focus her development efforts on products, services, and global partnerships 

that focus on those markets that lack access to traditional banking and small business 

community merchants that have been labeled by traditional banking as high risk 

while not being high risk at all.

Dr. Everett uses her background in behavioral sciences to guide her company’s growth in the payments industry and as a result her 

company has become heavily engaged in cyber security and other data protection efforts including supporting best practices to support 

GDPR, systems designs for special payment markets like government and small business, and other data management services to 

support customers in the US and abroad covering the entire life cycle of the payments industry.  Her company has several exciting 

launches planned for 2020 and has set in motion plans to become the first woman owned Merchant Acquiring Limited Purpose Bank 

(MALPB) in the US.

DDr. Everett sits as a lifetime founding board member of ForUS Global Foundation, is currently a Visiting Professor at Devry University – 

Keller Management Business School and is the mother of 8 children and 6 grandchildren her greatest accomplishments.

DR. ANA EVERETT

OUR TEAM



MZANSI WAKE UP

#MZANSIWAKEUP
“THIS, IS FOR MY PEOPLE

ALL OF MY PEOPLE

THEY SAY “CARLITO, HOSH PHAKAMISA”!

FIGHTING FOR EQUAL ECONOMIC FREEDOM

TAKE TO THE STREETS, BECAUSE HOMIE, WE ARE NOT DEFEATED”

MZANSI WAKE UP - SCHAIK

https://youtu.be/EQsNqhpr1io


info@coegax.com

www.mahalax.co.za

www.coegax.com

www.forusfoundation.com

A Global Company

from Nelson Mandela Bay

CO N TACTS

http://www.forusfoundation.com
http://www.coegax.com
mailto:info@coegax.com
https://mahalax.co.za/
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